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Let ~(N,n) be the set of all Nxn matrices X=(xii)  with x~i=- l ,  0, 1. The problem 
considered is the finding of X o in gg(N,n) which minimizes tr(XTX) -1, X~g(N,n). This 
problem corresponds to the finding of certain optimal designs in statistics where n is small. The 
problem is solved for n <~ 6. 
1. Introduction 
Let N and n be positive integers with N~ > n, and let ~(N, n) denote the set of 
all Nx  n matrices X= (x~j) with rnj =-1 ,  O, 1. Let Xo, Z ~ ~g(N, n), Xo is said to 
be A-better than Z if tr(XTXo)-l<tr(ZwZ) -1 (we define tr(Z'rZ)- l=+oo if
r(X) < n). Xo is said to be A-optimal in ~(N, n) if X0 minimizes tr(XTX) -1 over 
~(N, n). X0 is said to be D-optimal if Xo maximizes the determinant IxTxI of 
xwx over ~(N, n). X0 is said to be E-optimal if it maximizes the minimum 
eigenvalue of XTX over ~(N, n). Statisticians are mainly interested in the A-, D- 
and E-optimality criteria. For further discussion of A- and other optimality 
criteria, see [1, 2, 6, 7, 10]. 
It is well known that if there exists an Xo in ~(N, n) such that XTX = N/,, then 
it is A-, D- and E-optimal. But such an Xo does not always exist. For example 
when n = N it (a Hadamard matrix) exists only if n = 1, 2 or n =--0 (mod 4). (For 
a discussion of Hadamard matrices we refer the reader to [8].) Thus, it is important 
to investigate the case where no such design Xo exists. 
Important ools for proving optimality results are Theorem 2.1 (due to Kiefer 
[11]) and Theorem 2.2 of Cheng [1]. In particular Theorem 2.2 has been used in 
[1, 2, 16] to prove that certain designs are optimal with respect o a large class of 
optimality criteria. However, in our context, Cheng's result, as we shall see, 
applies only to the case where N- -1  (mod 4). 
The pioneer and chief contributor of ideas on the subject of D-optimal designs 
is Ehlich [4, 5]. Other early contributors include Payne, Williamson [17] and 
Wojtas [18]. For some recent results and some history on the subject of D- 
optimality one may consult [6, 7]. Concerning the E-optimality criterion, we refer 
the reader to [2, 9]. 
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By virtue of its neglect, the A-criterion appears to be more difficult to deal with 
than the D- and E-criteria. Two reasons for this stand out. First, useful tools (such 
as Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 of [1]) for proving an X0 to be optimal with 
respect to some criteria, require that X'~Xo have maximum trace over ~(N,  n). 
However, as we shall see an A-optimal design in ~(N,  n) need not satisfy this 
condition. Second, in searching for D-optimal designs, one may restrict he search 
to matrices X with x~i = 1 or -1 .  
In this paper we shall find A-optimal X0 for the case where n <~6. We 
emphasize that in practice n is small so our results are meaningful. Further, the 
difficulty of our proofs illustrates how complicated this problem is. 
In what follows, ~'(N,  n) will denote the set of all N x n matrices X = (x~i) with 
x~i =-1 ,  1 and J,, will denote the n x n matrix with all entries equal to 1. 
2. ~ resnlts 
The following results are some major tools in the search for A-optimal designs. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X ~ ~g(N, n). Then 
n 2 n 
t r (XTX)  -1  ~ . ~ - -  
tr(XTX) N" 
Theorem 2.2. Let C be a positive definite matrix, t = tr C, a > 0 and 
b(t, a )= 
{(n - 2 ) (a t -  n 2) + x/nZa2t 2 -  2n2(n 2 -  2n + 2)at + n4(n - 2)2} 2 t 2 
~-~.  
n 4n(n-  1)a 2 
Suppose that tr C2~ > b(t, a). Then tr C-~ >~ a. Moreover tr C-1> a if tr C2> b(t, a) 
and ate (n - 2) 2. 
Theorem 2.3. Let N----3 (mod4). Suppose that n is fixed and Xo~g(N,  n) such 
that X'~Xo = (N + 1)1,, -3",. Let b" = max{n 2 -  2, ~(n - 2)(n 2 -  n + 16)}. Then Xo is 
A-optimal in Se(N, n) if N >>- b'. 
Theorem 2,.4. Let X ~ gg'(N, n), C = XTX. If 
~., c~>>- n (n -  1)N 2 
i~i (N -  n + 2) 2 ,  
then tr C-l>~tr[(N+ 1) I . - J ' ]  -1. 
Theorem 2.$. Let N-----2 (mod 4). Suppose Xo~$g'(N, n) such that 
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where L=M=(N-2) I ,  r2+ 2J, v2 if n is even and L and M are (N-2)I(,±1)/2+ 
2Jc,+~)/2 if n is odd. Then Xo is A-optimal in ~g'(N, n). 
For the proofs of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 we refer the reader to [19]; for 
Theorem 2.4 to [3] or to [13] and for Theorem 2.5 to [9]. 
For further discussion we divide the values of N into four cases, case j: N= 
] (mod 4), j=  O, 1, 2, 3. 
3. The ease N =-- 0 (mod 4) 
For n <~ 6, N------- 0 (mod 4) it is shown in [6] that there exists an H e ~(N, n) such 
that HTH = NI,. By Theorem 2.1, H is A-optimal in ~(N, n). 
4. The ease N ~ 1 (mod 4) 
Cheng [2] showed that any Xoe~g(N, n) with X'~Xo = (N-1) I , ,  +J,, is optimal 
with repect to a class of criteria which contains the A-optimality criterion. For 
n ~< 6, such an Xo can always be constructed by adding a row consisting entirely of 
l 's  to the A-optimal matrix He  ~(N-1 ,  n). 
5. The case N----- 2 (mod 4) 
Let X0e ~(N,  n) be as in Theorem 2.5. For n <~6, N~ 10, X0 can be con- 
strutted by adding two rows, el = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1) and e2 = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1, -1 , . . ,  -1)  
to the A-optimal matrix H e ~(N-2 ,  n). Here e2 has ½n (resp. ½(n + 1)) l 's  if n is 
even (resp. odd). For N = 6, the existence of such an Xo is well known. 
We will show that X0 is A-optimal in ~(N, n). 
For the case n ~<6, N = 6, we refer the reader to [19]. 
The case N~46,  n ~<6 follows from the following lemma and Theorems 2.1 
and 2.5. 
l .~mma 5.1. Let N >--- 46, n ~< 6, X e ~(N, n), t r (x ' rx )  ~< nN-  1. Then 
n 2 
tr( Xo) -1 <- tr( X )  . 
lh, oot. Let a =tr(XoTXo) -1 and t =tr(XTX).  Suppose first that n is even. Then 
a = (n - 2 ) / (N -  2) + 2/(N+ n - 2). Now at <~ n 2 provided 
n -  2 2 2 ] (nN-  1) ~< n 2. 
[/~---~-- 2 t N+ n - 
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On simplifying the latter inequality we obtain that at<~n 2 if 2n2-5n+4<~N.  
Since max0~n~6(2n -  5n +4)= 46, the result is proven for n even. 
Suppose now that n is odd. Then 
n -2  1 1 
N-2  N+n-1  N+n-3"  
On taking n= 1, 3, 5 one can easily show that at~n 2 for N~>46. []  
Of the remaining cases, 10<~N~<42, we discuss only the case N= 10. The 
others are similar and easier. 
Suppose N= 10, n~<6, X~g(N,  n), a =tr(X~X0) -1. We must show that 
t r (XTX)- I  ~ > a. From Theorem 2.5 we may assume that X has at least one zero 
entry, i.e., tr(XTX)~< nN-1 .  We will need to refer to Table 1. In this table, k is 
the number of zero entries in X, t = tr(XTX) -1 and b(t, a) is as in Theorem 2.2. 
Table 1. N= 10 
n k a [b (~a) ]+ l  [a t ]+1 
3 i 0.30833 9 
3 2 9 
3 3 9 
4 1 0.41667 387 17 
4 2 16 
4 3 16 
5 1 0.52976 504 26 
5 2 471 26 
5 3 25 
6 1 0.64286 625 38 
6 2 588 38 
6 3 554 37 
We remark that the absence of a value for [b(t, a)]+ 1 in Table 1 indicates that 
b(t, a) is undefined (this is easily seen to be equivalent o at < n2). 
From Table i the cases n=3,  k~>l;  n=4,  k~>2; n=5,  k>~3; n=6,  k~>4 
follow from Theorem 2.1. 
Let n = 4 and k = 1. Then a = 0.41666, b(t, a)< 387. By Lemma 3.4 of Ehlich 
[4] we may assume that 
79 al  a2 a3" 
10 c 
xTx= lai]~> 1, Ic1>~2. 
10 
* 10  
m 
Thus tr(XTX)2>~ 92+ 3 x 102+6x 12+2×22= 395 >b(t, a). Therefore, by 
Theorem 2.2, t r (XTX) -1 I> a. 
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Let n = 5 and k = 1. Then a = 0.52976, b(t, a) < 504. Again by Ehlich's result 
we may assume that 
xTx  = 
"9 a 1 a 2 a3 aa"  
I0  ci 
10 c3 
10 C2 
10.. 
where Io l l, and Iql 2 for at least two values of i. So tr(XTX)2>~ 
92 + 4 x 102 + 8 x 12 + 4 x 22 = 505 > b(t, a). Theorem 2.2 then applies. 
Let n=5 and k=2.  Then b(t, a)< 471. By Ehlich's Lemma 3.4, we may 
assume 
or  
xT  x _~ 
-9 ~ - 
9 
10 c 
10 
- 10 .  
Io ,1 1, Icl 2, 
xTx  .~- 
"8 o~ - I I 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10 cl 
10 C3 
I0 c2 
I0_  
where [a~[ >i 1, and [q l~ 2 for at least two values of i. 
In either case, t r (XTX)  2 I> 480 > b (t, a). Hence  by Theorem 2.2, tr(XTX) -1 I> a. 
Let n = 6. We may assume that the zero entries of X appear in distinct 
columns. Indeed, suppose that the first co lumn of X has two or more  zero entries. 
Then we many write 
[: *] XTX- -~ C " m ~8,  
therefore, by a theorem of Ky Fan (see [12, p. 225]) and the result for the case 
n = 5, we have 
tr(XTX) -1 >I t r im ] -x + tr C -1 ~> ~ + 0.52976 > 0.64286 = a. 
Let  k = 1. Then b(t, a)<625. Thus we may assume tr(XTX)2~<624. Therefore 
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by Ehl ich's  lemma we may assume 
-9  a l  a2  a3 
10 cl 
10 
xTx  = 
10 
i 
i 
Up to similarity we may assume 
theorem we have 
t r (XTX) -  t i> t 10 
c l  
137 
422 + c~ 
a4 a~ 
C2 C3 
10 C 4 
10. 
a I = a 2 = 1, 
[a~[ = 1, Ic~l = 2. 
c2 = c3 = 2. Then 
c~ +tr  10 c4 
1 c4 1 
36 137 36 
c2 ~> 424 + 112 = 0 .64453> a. 110+ 
by Ky Fan's 
Let  k = 2. Then b(t, a)< 588. By Ehl ich's result we may assume 
xTx  ~_ 
-9 
i 
% 
9 
10 c~ 
10 c3 
10 C2 
10.  
where 1%l~1,  and Iql>~2 for at least two values of i. So 
t r (x rx )2  ~> 2 × 92+4x 102+ 16x  12+4x22= 594> b(t, a). 
Let  k =3.  Then b(t, a)<554.  As above we may assume 
XTX = 
9 % 
9 
10 c 
10 
10 
1, [c1~2. 
So t r (XTX)  2 t> 3 X 92 + 3 x 10  2 + 18 × 12 + 2 X 22 = 569 > b(t, a). 
This completes the case N = 10. 
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6. The  case N- -  3 (rood 4) 
6.1 
For the case N- -  3 (mod 4), n ~< 6, the A-optimal matrix Xo in ~(N, n) will be 
one of the following three types: 
Type I: 
Type II: 
Type III: 
XorXo = (N+ 1)I. - J.. 
0 ] 
(N + l ) l . - i  - J,,-i " 
X.~Xo= [ (N-  2)Ie + 2Ja 0 
(N+ 1) I . -2 -  J .-z]" 
The construction of these types will be given as they occur in the proofs below. 
The following lemmas will be useful in reducing the number of cases consi- 
dered. 
Lemma 6.1. Let X e ~'(N, n), N - -3  (rood 4), C = xTx .  Then C is similar to a 
matrix D such that if [ciil = 1, 3 or 5, then ~ = -1 ,  3 or -5  respectively. 
ProoL See [3] or [13]. [] 
Lemma 6.2. Let Xe/tf '(7, n), n=4,  5. Then 
tr(XTX) -1 I> tr[8I, -- j ,  ]- l .  
Proof. We will prove the lemma for n = 5, the case n = 4 being similar. 
Let n =5,  C=X'X ,  Xe~' (7 ,  5). If Iq l> 3 for six or more pairs (i,]), iv ~1 or 
Iq l> 5 for two or more pairs (i,j), i7~1, then 
n (n  - 1 )N  
Z c2 ~ = 61.25. 
i~j (N -  n + 2) 2 
Thus, by Theorem 2.4, tr(XTX)-i>---tr[8Is-J5] -t. Now, by Lemma 6.1, there 
remain, up to similarity of C, three cases to consider: 
"7 3 -1  -1  
7 -1  -1  
7 (i) c = 
-1" 
-1  
-1  -1  , 
7 -1  
7 
Bib/~o~he~ 
Voor Wiskund,~  lnfOrm~ll  
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(i i) C = 
(i i i) C = 
-7 
m 
B 
7 3 
3 3 -1  
7 -1  -1  
7 -1  
7 
7 
-1  -1  
-1  -1  
7 3 
7 
-1" 
-1  
ml , 
-1  
7 
-1  
-1  
-1  
7_ 
In case (i), direct computation gives: 
tr C -1 = 0.8409 > tr[815 - Js] -1 = 0.8333. 
Cases (ii) and (iii), can be establ ished by Ky Fan's theorem as follows: For (ii), 
{ i ' i ]  -' t 7 t rC - l~>t  7 - +t r  -1  
-1  
= 0.95833 > 0.8333. 
For (iii), 
tr C -X~tr  7] +tr [3  + tr[7]-x = 0"84285 > 0"8333" 
This proves the lemma. [] 
Lemma 6.3. Let X ~ ~(7,  5) be such that 
XTX = 
B 
6 +1 
+1 6 
B, 
m 
B 
7 +1 
7 
7 
Then Ibijl 2 for at least one pair (i, ]). 
l~roo|. Suppose bij = 0 for all i, ]. We may assume 
X = [xl, x2, x3, x4, xs], 
where x~ = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and x2 r = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1 ,  -1) .  Write x~ = (1, 0, u~,  
x~=(0 ,1 ,  uz -r) and x~=(a,b,  ur). Then u•= (1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) ,  u~'= (1,1 ,1 ,  -1 ,  -1 )  
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and the entries of x3 are 1 or -1 .  By assumption, xl • x3 = 0 and x2" x3 = 0. Thus, 
a+ul"  u=O and b+u2"  u=O.  
Therefore  
a + b+(u l  + u2) " u=0.  
Since u T + u~ = (2, 2, 2, 0, 0), a + b cannot  be zero. Hence a = b = + 1. 
Apply ing similar arguments to the other columns of X, we conclude that X 
must have the form: 
1 0 a l  a2 a3 
X= 0 1 al  a2 a3 , 
U 1 U 2 V 1 D 2 1) 
where [a~ I = 1 and the v~ are 5 × 1 column vectors with entries +1. By multiplying 
columns x3, x4, x5 by -1  if necessary, we may assume that a~ =-1 ,  i = 1, 2, 3. 
Thus since x~.xj =0,  i=  1, 2, j=3 ,  4, 5, u l 'v j  = u2"v  i = 1, j = 1, 2, 3. Also 
[x~- xi[= 1" for i~] ,  i, ]=3,  4, 5. Thus v~- v~=-3  or -1 .  Since uT=(1,  1, 1, 1, 1) 
and u T= (1, 1, 1 , -1 , -1 ) ,  each v i must be of the form v T= (pT, qT) where p is 
3 × 1 and has exactly two entries equal  to 1 and q is 2 × 1 and has exactly one 
entry equal to 1. There are only six possible choices for the v i. They are listed as 
columns of the following matrix: 
Since 
m 
1 1 
1 1 
V= -1  -1  
1 -1  
-1  1 
B 
5 
1 
1 
VTV = 
-3  
1 
.--3 
it is clear that if the 
But our  assumption 
lemma. []  
1 1 -1  -1 -  
-1  -1  1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 -1  1 -1  
-1  1 -1  1_ 
1 1 -3  
5 -3  1 
-3  5 1 
1 1 5 
-3  1 -3  
1 -3  1 
set {vi~, v~, 
that an b,j 
1 -3-  
-3  1 
1 -3  
-3  1 
5 1 
1 5_ 
• - . ,  vik} satisfies vg • v h = -3  fo r / ,  ~ h then k ~< 2. 
= 0 requires k = 3. This contradict ion proves the 
The following result is due to Ehl ich [4]. 
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Lemma 6.4. Let xx, x2, x3 be vectors in R ", n - -2  (mod 4), with entries +1. I f  
xl"  x2 -  0 (rood 4) and xl" xa --- 0 (rood 4) then x2" x3 - 2 (mod 4). 
6.2. A-optimal matrices for N = 7, n ~< 6 
6.2.1. Let n ~< 3. Then an application of Theorem 2.3 shows that a Type I Xo is 
A-optimal in ~(7, n). Such an X0 can be constructed as follows. Choose the 
A-opt imum He ~(N+ 1, n). Multiply the appropriate columns of H by -1  so 
that the first row of H consists entirely of l 's. Then Xo is obtained by removing 
this first row. 
6.2.2. Let n = 4. Then 
X0 ~' 
then 
the A-optimal design in ~(7, 4) is of Type II. Let 
0 -1  -1  
-1  1 1 
1 1 -1  
1 -1  1 
-1  -1  1 
-1  -1  -1  
-1  1 -1  
x x0= [6 
-1" 
-1  
1 
--1 , 
1 
1 
-L 
8130j3] and tr(X~'Xo)- l= 37[60=0.61666. 
Let X e ~(7, 4). We must show that t r (XTX)  -1 >~0.61666. 
If X e ~'(7,  4), the result follows from Lemma 6.2. 
Let X have one zero entry. Then, 
XTX=[  6 *]  
* C " 
Thus by Ky Fan's theorem and the result for n = 3, 
tr(XTX) -1 >~ tr[6] -x + tr C -1 >~-~ +tr[813- J3] -~ = 0.61666. 
Let X have two zero entries. Then 
[A i] XTX = 7 , * ]c[>~ l, tr A =12. 
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By Ky Fan's theorem and Theorem 2.1, 
t r (XTX) - t  >~ tr A-x+ tr[~ 7 
C] -1 
>t 12 +tr  -1  = 0.625 >0.61666.  
Let X have three or more zero entries. Then, by Theorem 2.1, 
n 2 16 
t r (xTx) - t  W tr(XTX) >125 = 0.64 > 0.61666. 
6.2.3. Let n = 5. Then the A-optimal design in ~(7,  5) is of Type 1I. Let 
" 1 -1  -1  -1  -1" 
-1  1 1 -1  -1  
1 1 -1  1 -1  
1 -1  1 -1  1 
-1  -1  1 1 -1  
-1  -1  -1  1 1 
. -1  1 -1  -1  1_ 
Xo 
then 
8,,,,°] X~Xo = and tr( ,,Xo)-I = 19 = 0.79166. 24 
Let X~ ~(7,  5). We must prove tr(XTX) -1 ~>0.79166. 
If X~' (7 ,  5), this follows from Lemma 6.2. 
Let X have one zero entry. Then, by using Ky Fan's theorem and Lemma 6.2 
we can proceed in the case n = 4. 
Let X have two zero entries. As above, we may assume the zeros appear in 
distinct columns. Thus, 
"6 c 
6 a~i 
. . . . .  . - !  - - - .  . . . . . . . . . .  . 
xTx  = 7 
7 b,j 
7 
m 
If [c[ I> 1, then, by Ky Fan's result and Lemma 6.2, 
, Icl O, Ib, 1. 
tr(xTX)- I  ~ tr[ 6 ~]-1 --[.- tr[813 - dlr3] -1 
1221 
= +-+-  = 0.79285 > 0.79166. 
35 85  
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Thus we may assume c = 0. Then the zero entries of X must lie in the same row. 
Thus, by Lemma 6.4, Io~jl~>2 for at least three pairs (i, j). Hence,  
t r (x ' rx )  2 i> 2 x 62 + 3 x 72 + 6 × 22 + 6 × 12 = 249. 
Now applying Theorem 2.2 with t = t r (XrX)= 33 and a = 0.79166 we have 
b(t, a) < 231 < tr(XWX) 2. 
Therefore,  t r (XTX)  -1 i> a. 
Let X have three zero entries. Then 
x ' rx  = 7 , Ic1~1, t rA  = 18. 
By Ky Fan's  theorem and Theorem 2.1, 
t r (x ' rx )  -~ ~t r  A -1 +t r  t> 18 + ~-~ -- 0.79166. 
Let X have four or more zero entries. Then, by Theorem 2.1, 
25 
t r (x ' rx )  -1 1> = 0.80645 > 0.79166. 
31 
6.2.4. Let  n = 6. Then the A-opt imal  design in ~(7 ,  6) is of Type III. Let 
- 0 0 -1  -1  -1  -1"  
1 1 1 1 -1  -1  
-1  -1  1 -1  1 -1  
Xo= -1  -1  -1  1 -1  1 , 
-1  1 -1  1 1 -1  
1 1 -1  -1  1 1 
-1  1 1 -1  -1  1 
then 
8 /4 - . /4  and tr (X~Xo)- I  = 1. 
Let X~ ~(7 ,  6). We must show t r (XTX) - I  ~ 1. 
Let  X~' (7 ,  6). Then by Lemma 6.1, 
"7  " 
7 
xTx= 7 % , a~ i =- -1 ,  3 or --5. 
7 
* 7 
7 
m 
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Suppose all % =-1 ,  then, 
t r (X ' rX)  -1 = tr [816-  36] -1 = 9> 1. 
Let some % =-5 ,  then by Ky Fan's theorem and Lemma 6.2, 
t r (XTX)  -1 >I tr _ + tr[814 - 34] -1 -- z4~ s = ~> 1 . 1 4  _
Thus we may assume % =-1  or 3. Let t =t r (X ' rX)=42,  a = 1. Then b(t, a)< 
376. Therefore ,  by Theorem 2.2, we may assume further  that tr(XTX)2<~375. 
Hence  six or less of the % satisfy o~j = 3. If two of the % equal 3, then 
"7 3 
3 7 
--1 
7 
7 
t r (XTX)  -1 = tr 
-1  
7 
_ 
-1  
= 1.0625 > 1. 
If four of the % equal  3, then either 
t r (XTX)  -1 = tr 
77 3 3 
3 7 --1 * 
3 --1 7 
- -  * ' C .  
- -1  
o r  
3 -1  
~t  7 - -  
- -1  
t r (XTX)  -1 = tr 
m 
7 
3 
-1  B 
3 -1  
7 
7 3 
3 7 
+ tr[813- J3] -1 = 1 .11166> 1
7 
" - -1  
7 
m 
= 1.0583 > 1. 
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If six of the a~ i equal 3, then the only remaining cases to be covered are 
tr(XWX)-i = tr 
m 
t r [ i  
or  
-7 3 
7 
m wl  
3 * 
7 
7 
7 
37 !1-1 
7 
if" t r [8 I  3 - -  ,]'3] -1  = 1 .026  > 1 
t r (XTX) - i  = tr 
7 3 
-1  
3 7 
7 3 
3 7 
7 3 
-1  
3 7- 
-1  
=-->1.  >~3tr 3 40 
This completes the case where X e ~'(7,  6). 
Let X have one zero entry. Then one can proceed as in the case n = 4. 
Let X have two zero entries. The usual arguments allow us to assume that the 
zeros appear in distinct columns. Thus, 
XTX = 
-6 c al a2 a3 a£ 
6 as a6 a7 a8 
. . . . . .  ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7 bl b2 b3 
7 b4 b5 
7 b6 
7 
Icl 0, Ib, 1. 
If [C1~>2, then 
tr(XTX) -~ ~ tr + tr[814- J4] -a = ~ + = 1. 
32 § 
If c =0,  then the zero entries of X lie in the same row. So, by Lemma 6.4, la~l>~2 
for at least four of the a~. Thus, 
tr(XTX)2 ~ 2 X 62+4X 72+ 8 X 22+ 12X 12= 312. 
But b(40, 1 )<314.  So by Theorem 2.2 we may assume that exactly four of the a~ 
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are ±2, the rest being 0, and that all b~ = -1 .  Noting that Lemma 6.4 implies that 
a~ = a~+4 = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 is not possible, we have, up to similarity of xTx, the 
cases listed in Table 2. 
Table 2 
al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 tr (x ' rx)  -1 
2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 1.7917 
-2  2 2 2 0 0 0 0 1.2024 
-2  -2  2 2 0 0 0 0 1.1042 
2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 1.3194 
-2  2 2 0 0 0 0 2 1.1144 
2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1.225 
-2  2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1.1417 
-2  2 0 0 0 0 -2  2 1.075 
In all these cases, tr(XTX)-l> 1. 
Now let c = 1 (or -1 ) .  If two of the bi satisfy Ibil>~3 or one b~ satisfies Ibil>~5 
then 
tr(XTX) 2 t> 2 X 62 + 4 X 72 + 10 X 1 z + 4 X 32 = 314 > b(40, 1). 
So, Theorem 2.2 applies. If say, bl = 3, bi = -1 ,  i = 2, 3 , . . . ,  6, then by Ky Fan's 
theorem 
- 7 3 -1  -1 - -1  
t r (XTX) - l~t r  6 +tr  -1  -1  7 -1  
_-1 -1  -1  7_ 
= 12/35 + 1184/1792 = 1.00356> 1. 
Thus we may assume that all b~ =-1 .  If four or more of the a~ satisfy Io~[~> 2 or 
one aq satisfies l a~l ~ 4, then 
tr(XTX)2 ~>2 X 62+4 X 72+ 8 X22+ 14X 19-= 314> b(40, 1). 
Therefore,  we may assume that at most three of the a~ satisfy la~ I = 2. But, by 
Lemma 6.4, at least two of the aq have absolute value 2. Thus We are left with the 
following cases: 
(i) a l  = -as  = 2, 
tr(XTX) -1 I> tr 6 
-2  
+ tr[813- J3] -~ 
= 111/189+2/8+ 1/5 = 1 .037> 1; 
(ii) a l  = as = ±2. 
Lemma 6.4 implies that [ah[ = 2 for some i~ 1, 5. Without loss of generality, we 
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may assume la21 = 2. Then 
-6  1 al  
1 6 a l  tr(XTX) -1 I> tI 
al al 7 
_0-, 2 0 - -1  
(918-  2ala2) 
(iii) a l  = a2- -  +2. 
We may assume a5 
t r (XTX) -  1 t> tr 
m 
(1248-  lOala2) 
0.. 2 
0 
-1  
7 
-1  
+tr[  
14 926 14 
48>t i288  +~-~ = 1 .0106> 1. 
= a 6 = 0 or else proceed as in (i) and (ii) above. Thus 
m 
-6  1 a2 a2 
1 6 0 0 
a 2 0 7 -1  
a 2 0 - -1  7. 
--1 
= 954/1296 + 14/48 = 1.0277 > 1. 
(iv) a l  = -a2  = +2. 
As above we may assume as = a6 = 0. 
If [a~[ = 2 for i = 3 or i = 4, then one of the above cases apply. Thus we may 
-6 1 
6 
xTx  = Ca, ~- 
assume 
2 -2  0 0 -  
0 0 r 0 
7 -1  -1  -1  
7 -1  -1  
7 -1  
7 
[r[=O or 2. 
Now, C, is similar to C_, since C_, can be obtained from C~ by multiplying rows 
one and two by -1 ,  colums one and two by -1 ,  then interchanging rows three and 
four and columns three and four. Therefore, 
tr(XTX)-~ = ½tr C71 +½tr C= ~, 
~> tr[~C~ +½C_,] -1 
=tr  
6 
2 -2  0 
0 0 0 
7 -1  -1  
7 -1  
7 
- - -1  
0 
0 
-1  
-1  
-1  
7 
= 1.0302 > 1. 
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This completes the case where X has two zero entries. 
Let X have three zero entries. 
If the three zero entries appear in the first column of X, then we can apply the 
usual arguments using Ky Fan's theorem and Lemma 6.2. 
Suppose X has two zeros in the first column and one in the second column. 
Then 
xTx  : 
-5  c a I a2 a3 a :  
6 bl b2 b3 b4 
7 cl C 2 C 3 
7 c4 c5 
7 c6 
- 7 -  
where la~l = 1, 3, 5, Ib, l=0 ,  2, 4, 6, Iql = 1, 3, 5. If Icl>~ 1, then 
t r (XTX) - I  ~> tr[51 16]-1 
233 
>1.  
232 
Thus assume c = 0. Now, 
and 
tr(XTX) 2 
4 4 6 
2 = 52+62+4×72+2 E a2+2 ~'-b2+2 Z c, 
1 1 1 
4 4 6 
= 257+2 Z a2+2 Z b2+2 E c2 
1 1 1 
b(39, 1) < 286. 
Therefore if one la l 3 or two Ibil 2 or one Iql >3 then t r (x ' rx )2>b(39 ,  1). 
Thus we may assume that la~] = 1, Ibll =2 or 0, bi =0, i=2 ,  3, 4, and q =-1 .  
Hence, up to similarity 
XTX = C s 
I 
0 1 a2 as a4 
6 s 0 0 0 
7 -1  -1  -1  
7 -1  -1  
* 7 -1  
_ Z 
Isl = 0 or  2 .  
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Since Cs is similar to C-s, 
tr(XTX)-' = ½tr c7' +½tr c:~ 
~> tr[~C, +½C_,] -1 
5 0 1 a2 
6 0 0 
7 -1  
= tr 
7 
B 
1.1042 
= I1 .0452 
1.1.0278 
--1 
a3 aa 
0 0 
-1  -1  
-1  -1  
7 -1  
7 
i f  a2  = aa = a4  = 1, 
i f  a 2 = a 3 = 1, a4 = -1 ,  
i f  a2 = 1, a3 = a4 = -1 .  
This completes the case where two zeros occur in the first column and one zero in 
the second column of X. 
Now assume the three zeros occur in distinct columns. Then 
-6 
xTx  = 
al 
6 
a2 b l  
a3 b4 
6 b 7 
7 
b2 b3 
bs b6 
b8 b9 
C1 C2 
7 ca 
7 
where Ibil =0, 2, 4, 6, Ic, I = 1, 3, 5. Now, by Lemma 3.4 of [4], Io~l>~ 1 for some i. 
Assume lal l~l.  If Io~1>~2 for some i, then 
t r (XTX)  -1  ~ t r  -~- tr[8I ,  -- -/4] -x -- 32-- 8-- 4 - -  ~"  3 ~_ ! - 1. 
Thus we may assume al  = 1. Therefore,  
3 9 3 
tr(XTX) 2= 3x62+ 3×72+ 2x 12+ 2 )". a2+ 2 ~ b~ 2 + 2 ~ c 2 
2 1 1 
3 9 3 
=257+2~ a~+2 ~ b~+2 ~ c~. 
2 1 1 
If 1~1~3 for two or more values of i or Iql~5 for one i, then 
t r (XWX)  2 >1 286 I> b(39, 1). 
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So Theorem 2.2 applies. If cl 
tr(XTX)-X~>tr[~ ~] - l+t r [6 ] - l+t  _~ 
_12._1.1_ 1.0095>11. - -35 - -6 - -2  = 
= 3, q = - 1 for i ~ 1, then 
3:i]1 
7 
-1  
Thus we may assume q =-1 ,  i = 1, 2, 3. Further if a 2 = 0 or a 3 = 0 then, by 
Lemma 6.4, Ibil >t 2 for at least three values of i, whence tr (XVX)2> b(39, 1). The 
same holds if [bil~4 for at least one i. Thus we may assume that a l  = 1, = 1 ,  
i = 2, 3 and (by Lemma 6.3) that exactly two of the bi satisfy [bil = 2, the rest 
being zero. Thus up to similarity of XTX we have 
"6 1 a3 bl b2 b3- 
6 1 b4 b5 b6 
6 2 bs b9 
7 
xTx  = 
-1  -1  ' 
7 -1  
7 
where a3 = ±1, and exactly one bi = ±2, the rest being zero. If Ibsl = 2 or Ib91 = 2, 
then, by Lemma 6.3, [bi[ = 2 for some i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  6, whence tr(XTX)2>b(39, 1). 
Thus we may further assume bs = b9 -- 0. The remaining cases up to similarity of 
xTx  are computed in Table 3. This completes the case where X has three zero 
entries. 
Now suppose X has four zero entries. 
If the four zeros appear in the first two columns of X, then 
-A  * - 
7 
XTX = 7 * , tr A = 10. 
7 
7 
w 
Tab le  3 
tr(XTX) -1 
a a = 1 b 1 = 2 1 .0445 
b 1 = -2  1 .0882 
b2=2 1 .0511 
b 2 = -2  1 .0602 
a a = -1  b 1 =2 1 .1188 
bl= -2  1 .0480 
b2=2 1.0784 
b2= -2  1 .0640 
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Thus, by Ky Fan's theorem, Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 6.2, 
tr(J(rx) -a I> tr A -a + tr[814- ./4] -t >t 246o -t- 5 ___ 1.025 > 1. 
Now assume two zeros appear in the first column and one zero in the second 
and third columns of X. Then 
Therefore 
xTx  = 
-5  a I a 2 
6 a 3 
6 
bl  b2 
C1 C2 
C4 C5 
7 d~ 
7 
b7 
(7 3 
C6 
d2 
d3 
7 
m 
Ib, 1,1419 1, lql 
Also ,  
3 3 6 3 
=+2Zdi  z tr(XTX) = 52 + 2x62+ 3x72+ 2 E a~+2 Y. b2+2 Z c, 
1 1 1 1 
3 3 6 3 
= 244+2 ~ a~+2 Y. b~+2 Y. c~+2 Z d~. 
1 1 1 1 
b(38, 1) <260. 
If la31~>2 or 1~1~>3 for some i, then tr(XTX)2~260>~b(38, 1). Thus we may 
assume la31<~l and ~ =-1  for all i. Further if [a31= 1, Lemma 6.3 implies [ql~>2 
for some i and hence tr(XTX)> b(38, 1). Finally, if a3 = 0, then by Lemma 6.4, at 
least three of the q satisfy [ql >i 2 whence tr(XTX)2> b(38, 1). 
Now suppose the four zeros of X lie in distinct columns. Then, 
Thus ,  
XTX = 
"6 a 1 
6 
a2 a3 
a4  a5 
6 a6 
6 
bl b2- 
b3 b4 
b5 b6 
b7 b8 
7 cx 
7 
ml 
lode1. 
6 8 
tr(XWX) 2 >~ 4 x 62 + 2 x 72 + 2 x 12 + 2 )-'. ai 2 + 2 ~ bi 2 
1 1 
6 8 
=244+2 E a~+2 E b~. 
1 1 
If two of the zeros of X occur in the same row then by Lemma 6.4, Ibil>~2 for at 
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least two hi. There fore  
t r (XTX)  2 t> 260 > b(38, 1). 
Thus  assume the  zeros l ie in distinct rows. Then ,  l a~l >~ 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  6. Since we 
may assume tr (XTX)2<~259,  the only remain ing  cases are a l  = a2 = a3 = 1, [a~l = 
1, i =4 ,  5, 6, bi =0 ,  i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  8. Then  
t r (XTX)  -1 = tr 
-6 1 1 
6 a4 
* 6 
- -  R 1 
a5 
6_ 
792 + 2(a4+ a5 + a6) + 2a4asa6 14 
= 1083-  2(a4a5 + a4a6 + asa6) + 12(a4+ a5 + a6) + 12a4asa6 ~- 48 
>I 800/1125 + 14/48 = 1.0027 > 1. 
This  completes  the case where  X has four  zero entries. 
Now let X have  five zero entries. 
If the  five zero entr ies occur  in the first th ree  columns,  then 
XTX = 
•A. 
m 
I 
I 
I 
7 * 
• 7 
_ 7_ 
, t rA  = 16. 
There fore ,  as in prev ious cases, 
tr(XTX) -1 I> tr A - t  + tr[813 - ./3] -1 >- 9 ~_ z J_ ! r~" 16- -8 - -  5 = 1.0125>1.  
Now suppose two zeros l ie in the first co lumn of X and one  in each of the next 
th ree  co lumns.  Then  
Thus  
xTx  = 
-5 al a2 
6 * 
6 
6 
7 c 
-- 7 
Io~l>~l, I¢!>~1. 
t r (XTX)  2 i> 52 + 3 x 6 2 + 2 × 7 2 + 6 × 12 --- 237 > b(37, 1). 
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Finally, assume there is a zero entry in each of the first five columns of X. Then 
Therefore, 
"6 a 1 
6 
a2 a3 a4 b7 
a5 a6 a7 b2 
6 as a9 b3 
6 alo b4 
6 b5 
7.. 
xTx  = 
10 5 10 5 
tr(XTX) ~> 5 × 62+ 72+ 2 ~. a2+ 2 ~. b E= 229+ 2 ~ a2+ 2 ~ b E. 
1 1 1 1 
If la / l=0 for some i then by temma 6.4, Ib~l~2 for some i, hence tr(XTX)2>~ 
237> b(37, 1). Thus assume 1 for all i. Then again t r (XTX)> b(37, 1). 
Finally, if X has six or more zero entries, then 
62 36  
tr(XTX) -1 >/ = - -  = 1. 
tr(XTX) 36 
This completes the case N = 7, n ~< 6. 
6.3 
In Table 4 is a complete list of the A-optimal matrices in ~(N,  n) for N~ > 7, 
N ~ 3 (rood 4), n <~ 6. For 7 < N < 31, the proofs are similar and easier than those 
for the case N=7,  n ~<6. For N>~35 the results follow from Theorem 2.3. 
Table 4 
N n Type of A-optimal design 
7 ~<3 I 
4,5 II 
6 HI 
11 ~<4 I 
5,6 II 
15 ~<5 I 
6 II 
~>19 ~<6 I 
It has been discussed above how Type I designs can be constructed for N = 7, 
n ~ 3. The same procedure works for N~7,  n ~<6. Also, all A-optimal designs 
have been constructed for N= 7, n ~<6. To construct a Type II design for N= 11, 
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n = 5, choose a 12 x 12 Hadamard Matrix H such that 
1 1 1 :] 
H= 1 1 1 1 1 -1  -1  -1  -1  -1  - . 
Let X be the matrix obtained from H by removing the first row, the first five 
columns, and the last column of H. Then a Type II matrix is obtained by replacing 
xn  by 0. Similarly Type II designs can be constructed for N= 11, n = 6, and 
N = 15, n = 6. 
7. Conclusion 
We have listed all A-optimal designs X0 in ~(N,  n) for N~>7,  n ~<6. It is clear 
that, using the methods of this paper, the list may be extended for other values of 
N and n where N is sufficiently larger than n and appropriate Hadamard matrices 
exist. The cases N = 6, n = 6 (see [19]) and N = 7, n = 6 show that when N and n 
are relatively close the difficulty of finding and proving an X0 A-optimal increases 
substantially. Further, in other cases it is not at all clear what the A-optimal 
design matrix may be. For example, if N= n = 9, one might think that the 
appropriate Xo would satisfy X'~Xo = 819+J9. However  such an X0 fails to exist 
(see [15]). 
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